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We study the random partitions of a large integer n, under the assumption that
all such partitions are equally likely. We use Fristedt's conditioning device which
 .connects the parts summands distribution to the one of a g-sequence, that is, a
sequence of independent random variables, each distributed geometrically with a
size-dependent parameter. Confirming a conjecture made by Arratia and Tavare,Â
we prove that the joint distribution of counts of parts with size at most s < n1r2n
 1r2 .at least s 4 n , resp. is close}in terms of the total variation distance}to then
distribution of the first s components of the g-sequence of the g-sequence minusn
.the first s y 1 components, resp. . We supplement these results with the estimatesn
for the middle-sized parts distribution, using the analytical tools revolving around
the Hardy]Ramanujan formula for the partition function. Taken together, the
estimates lead to an asymptotic description of the random Ferrers diagram, close
to the one obtained earlier by Szalay and Turan. As an application, we simplifyÂ
considerably and strengthen the Szalay]Turan formula for the likely degree of anÂ
irreducible representation of the symmetric group S . We show further that bothn
the size of a random conjugacy class and the size of the centraliser for every
element from the class are doubly exponentially distributed in the limit. We prove
that a continuous time process that describes the random fluctuations of the
diagram boundary from the deterministic approximation converges to a Gaussian
 .non-Markov process with continuous sample path. Convergence is such that it
implies weak convergence of every integral functional from a broad class. To
demonstrate applicability of this general result, we prove that the eigenvalue
distribution for the Diaconis]Shahshahani card-shuffling Markov chain is asymp-
totically Gaussian with zero mean, and variance of order ny3r2. Q 1997 Academic
Press
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INTRODUCTION
The problems concerning enumeration of various integer partitions of a
given integer n have long occupied a central place in analytic number
theory and enumerative combinatorics. The many reasons for such a
w xpreeminent role are made abundantly clear, for instance, in Andrews 1
w xand Stanley 26 . So it is all the more surprising that a pioneering work on
probabilistic aspects of the partitions done by Erdos and Lehner in 1941È
w x 7 appeared not so long ago. During a recent conference in honor of
Herb Wilf, the paper was mentioned by several speakers, and the partici-
.pants were happy to see both the authors present. Erdos and LehnerÈ
introduced a notion of random partition, postulating that every sample
 .  .partition is assigned the same probability, 1rp n , that is, where p n is
the total number of such partitions. Using the Hardy]Ramanujan asymp-
 .totic formula for p n , the authors found the limiting distribution of the
 .number of summands parts and thus}by a classic duality}the limiting
distribution of the largest summand. Afterward there appeared to be a lull
w x w xuntil Erdos and Turan 9 , Szalay and Turan 27]29 , and Erdos and SzalayÈ Â Â È
w x8 . To a large extent, the three authors were motivated by the very natural
connections that exist between the partitions and the symmetric group Sn
of permutations on n letters. One such connection is a bijection between
the integer partitions of n on one side and the set of the conjugacy classes
of S on another side. A related, but considerably deeper, bijection existsn
between the partitions and the irreducible representations of S ; seen
w x w xLedermann 21 , Diaconis 5 , for instance. Among the host of results in
the Hungarian series, we would specifically mention two asymptotic formu-
las, one for the centralizer size of an element from a random conjugacy
w xclass, in Erdos and Turan 9 , another for the likely degree of randomlyÈ Â
w xchosen irreducible representation, in Szalay and Turan 29 . The latter isÂ
w xbased on the original formula of Frobenius 12 , and its linear term factor
depends on the value of a very complicated double integral. More recent
w xadvances were made by Wilf 34 , who found a surprisingly simple deriva-
tion for the expected number of distinct sizes, and by Goh and Schmutz
w x14 , who were able to show that this number is asymptotically Gaussian.
w xFristedt 11 undertook a systematic study of the random partitions that
very fruitfully combined analytic and probabilistic tools. He introduced a
conditioning device, conceptually analogous to the one by Shepp and Lloyd
w x 25 for the cycles of a random permutation. An alternative conditioning
scheme for permutations, mappings, forests, and allocations has been
w x .championed by Kolchin 20 since the late sixties. Here is Fristedt's
approach. Let X denote the number of parts in the random partition of nj
 .  4j G 1 . Let Z be a sequence of independent random variables suchj jG1
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 .that, for some q g 0, 1 ,
ij jP Z s i s 1 y q q , i G 0; 4  .  .j
so Z is geometric, with parameter q j. It turns out that, conditioned on thej
 4  4  4event  jZ s n , the sequences X and Z are equidistributed, regard-j j j j
less of an actual value of q. Intuitively, one should choose q which
 4 yc ny1 r2 maximizes P  jZ s n , and Fristedt shows that q s e c [j j’ .  .pr 6 , is almost optimal. It is certainly optimal in terms of simplicity!
 4On the basis of this connection with Z , Fristedt was able to show thatj
 4  4the Prohorov distance between X and Z approaches 0 ifj jF t j jF tn n
 1r4.t s o n . Besides having a significant heuristic value, this result repre-n
sents a considerable strengthening of the Erdos]Lehner theorem. Also,È
 1r4.the joint distribution of the o n largest parts turned out to be asymp-
totically close to the one of a certain time-homogeneous Markov chain.
 1r4.The fact that the first o n parts counts are asymptotic to the first
 1r4.o n Z 's is close in spirit to the ``independent process approximation''-j
type results obtained for the Ewens distributed permutations. The uni-
.formly random permutation is in this class. The reader would do well to
w xconsult an expository paper by Arratia and Tavare 2 , who have initiatedÂ
much of the research in that area. For a general class of combinatorial
structures, which includes the random partitions, Arratia and TavareÂ
managed to obtain a surprisingly simple formula for the total variation
 .  .distance d between the distributions of the parts counts for theTV
random structure and the independent variables that produce those counts,
distribution-wise, upon being conditioned on their total weight value.
Using an ingenious heuristic reasoning, Arratia and Tavare formulated aÂ
general conjecture as to when one should expect that distance to be
asymptotically small. For the Ewens distributed permutations, Arratia,
w xStark, and Tavare 3 obtained the asymptotics that come tantalizingly
.close to confirming the conjecture of the two senior coauthors. In a
particular case of the random partition the conjecture states: given integer
 .  .functions j s j n , j s j n , define1 1 2 2
X s X , Z s Z , 4  41 j 1 jjFj jFj1 1
X s X , Z s Z ; 4  42 j 2 jjGj jGj2 2
then
d Z , X ª 0, iff j rn1r2 ª 0; .TV 1 1 1
d Z , X ª 0, iff j rn1r2 ª `. .TV 2 2 2
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Such a result}if true}would certainly allow one, for instance, to get an
 1r2 .asymptotic distributional result for the first o n parts counts, as
 1r4. w xcompared to o n in Fristedt 11 . Similarly, the counts of large parts,
with size 4 n1r2, would be nicely approximated by the independent
variables Z , j 4 n1r2. Of course, one would still have to fill the gap, thatj
 1r2 .is, to study the parts of size O n , to be able to describe an overall
 4behavior of X . In a nutshell, that is what the goal of the presentj jG1
paper is.
Leaving the complete formulations for the main body of the paper, here
 .is an essence of our results. In Section 1 Theorem 1 we use the
Arratia]Tavare formula to show that if there exist finite a s lim j rn1r2Â i i
then
d Z , X ª d N , N , i s 1, 2. .  .TV i i TV i
Here N, N , N are three normals, with zero means and variances 1,1 2
2 . 2 .s a , s a , respectively. We also find the approximations for the cases1 1 2 2
a s 0, a s `. The result fully confirms the Arratia]Tavare conjecture.1 2
The most technical step is the proof of a local limit theorem, with a
remainder term, for  jZ ,  jZ . This theorem, coupled with thej) j j j- j j1 2
Chernoff-type estimates and the optional stopping time theorem for an
exponential martingale, allows us to obtain sharp probabilistic estimates
Ä .for the total count X k of the small parts of size k at least, small meaning
 1r2 .  1r2 .  .o n k < n , and the total count X k of the large parts of size k at
least, k 4 n1r2, Lemmas 2 and 3. In Section 2, using the techniques from
analytic number theory, we prove a proposition which basically asserts
3 1d   x.that, for n F k F k F ` d g , , the number of summands with1 2 8 2
sizes ranging from k to k is ``sub-Gaussian.'' Actually a precursor of the1 2
limit theorem in the last section, the proposition is used in Section 2 to get
 .the estimates for the parts counts X k for k filling the midrange, i.e., at
least nd and at most n1r2 log n, Lemma 3. Combination of Lemmas 1]3
yields Theorem 2, which describes the probabilistic bounds of the counts
 .  .X k , whence by duality those of the size ordered partition parts l , fork
all essential values of k. The bounds are analogous to those obtained by
w xSzalay and Turan 27]29 , but our methods appear to be much lessÂ
. w xtechnical. As was observed by Vershik 33 , the Szalay]Turan boundsÂ
show that, loosely speaking, the partition parts l with high probabilityk
 .whp closely satisfy a deterministic equation
cl ckk
exp y q exp y s 1, ) . /  /’ ’n n
 w xat least for ``moderate'' k 's. In 1952, Temperley 30 used the random
partitions to model a crystal growing process. A heuristic argument based
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 . .on statistical physics concepts led him to the equation ) ! We use the
 .bounds from Theorem 2 and the hook formula for the degree d l of the
 w x.irreducible representation Frame, Robinson, Thrall 10 , related to an
 .integer partition l of n, and show Theorem 3 that
3r4 3r2’log d l s log n! y An q O n log n , .  .p
where
3 log j p
y1 y2A s y g q log c y c , c [ , 2 ’2 j 6jG1
   ..  .and g is the Euler constant. The symbol O f n stands for Y f n ,p n
.where Y is a random variable bounded in probability. This significantlyn
simplifies the linear term of the Szalay]Turan formula, and improves theirÂ
 7r8 4 .remainder estimate, which was O n log n . We conjecture that thep
remainder is asymptotically Gaussian, with zero mean, and standard devia-
tion of order n3r4. We demonstrate the power of Theorems 1 and 2,
 .proving Theorem 4 that the centraliser size j for an element of a
random conjugacy class satisfies
n1r2 log2 n n1r2 log n
log j s q X y g y 2 log c , .n4c 2c
where
P X F x ª eyeyx , ; x g R. .n
This sharpens a single-term formula
n1r2 log2 n
j s 1 q o 1 , . .p 4c
w x  . due to Erdos and Turan 9 . Finally Section 3 , we parametrize continu-È Â
.ously the ordered parts process, by introducing
’n 1
y1r4V t s n t l y log , .n k t . /c t
w x  .for t g 0, 1 not too close to either 0 or 1, and setting V t ' 0 for then
extreme t 's. The choice of the parametrization and the centering function
 .is prompted by the Temperley]Vershik equation ) , while the reason for
scaling by n1r4 is implicit in the proposition. In Lemma 4 we prove, among
 .other properties, that the processes V t are stochastically equicontinuous,n
w x  .uniformly on 0, 1 , and then show Theorem 5 that the finite-dimensional
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 .  .distributions of V t converge weakly to those of a Gaussian process V t .n
Lemma 4 allows us to prove the second part of Theorem 5, namely that for
a class of integral functionals F of a form
1
F x s f t , x t dt , .  . .H
0
 . D  .  .with f behaving not too badly, we have F V ª F V . Since V t isn
Gaussian, this result is particularly useful for the linear integral function-
als. As an illustration, we prove that the eigenvalue distribution for the
Diaconis]Shahshahani card-shuffling Markov chain Diaconis and
w x w x.Shahshahani 4 , Diaconis 5 is asymptotically Gaussian, with zero mean
and standard deviation of order ny3r4.
1. SMALL PARTS AND LARGE PARTS . . .
Every partition of the integer n is uniquely characterized by the se-
 4quence of counts X , where X is the total number of summandsj jG1 j
 .parts equal to j. So X G 0,  jX s n; in particular, X ' 0 for j ) n.j jG1 j j
 4Let Z s Z be a sequence of independent random variables suchj jG1
that
ij jP Z s i s 1 y q q , i G 0. .  . .j
w x  4Fristedt 11 proved that, for an arbitrary q, the distribution of Xj 1F jF n
 4  4 `is the one of Z conditioned on the event R s n , R [  jZ sj 1F jF n js1 j
n. He further proposed to select q such that E R f n, as for this choice
 .P R s n would be close to its maximum value. An almost optimal choice
yc r n’ ’is q s e , c s pr 6 , in which case
1
1r2E R s n q O n , P R s n s 1 q o 1 ; 1.1 .  .  .  . . 4
3’96n
w xsee Fristedt 11 .
Given j , j g N, introduce1 2
Z s Z , X s X , R s jZ , 4  4 1 j 1 j 1 jjFj jFj1 1
jFj1
Z s Z , X s X , R s jZ . 4  4 2 j 2 j 2 jj FjFn j FjFn2 2
jGj2
 .Introduce d Z , X , the total variation distance between Z and XTV i i i i
 .i s 1, 2 .
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THEOREM 1. Suppose lim j ny1r2 s a , lim j ny1r2 s a exist.1 1 2 2
 .  . w .1 There exists a ) 0 such that if a g 0, ` , a g a, ` then1 2
lim d Z , X s d N , N i s 1, 2 , .  .  .TV i i TV i
where N, N , N are three normals, with zero means, and ¨ariances equal to 1,1 2
and s 2, s 2 gi¨ en by1 2
Var R y Var Ri2s s lim ,i Var R
or explicitly
`
2 yc y a 2 yc yp y e p y e22 2s s dy , s s dy.H H1 22 2yc y yc y’ ’24 24a 01 y e 1 y e .  .1
 . 1r2   .y1 .2 If j ª `, a s 0 and a s `, j F x n log n x - 2c ,1 1 2 2
then
1 Var Ri 2< <d Z , X f ? E 1 y N s o 1 i s 1, 2 , .  .  .TV i i 4 Var R
Var R p j1 1f ? ,1r2’Var R n8 6
2Var R 1 j j2 2 2f exp yc .1r2 1r2 /  /Var R 2 n n
 . w x y1r4Notes. 1 Fristedt 11 proved that, for j n ª 0, the ratio of the1
discrete densities of Z and X approaches 1, which certainly implies that1 1
 .d Z , X approaches 0. He also obtained an analogous result for theTV 1 1
 1r4.o n largest parts, thus extending considerably a classical result of
w xErdos and Lehner 7 ; it states that both the number of parts and the sizeÈ
y1’ . of the largest part are asymptotic in probability to 2c n log n. The
.latter makes the bound for j in Theorem 1 rather natural.2
 .2 The theorem confirms a conjecture by Arratia and TavareÂ
w x  . y1r2  .2 that d Z , X ª 0 iff j n ª 0, and d Z , X ª 0 iffTV 1 1 1 TV 2 2
j ny1r2 ª `.2
w xProof. A key element is the Arratia]Tavare 2 formulaÂ
1
d Z , X s P R ) n .  .TV i i i2
cn1 P R s n y r .iq P R s r y 1 , . i2 P R s n .rs0
1.2 .
Rc [ R y R .i
Consider i s 1 first.
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Step 1. By the definition of Z's and R ,1
jq j yeyc yy1r2j n1 y1E R s s n dy q O j n , . H1 1yc yj  /1 y e1 y q 0jFj1
j2q j
2s R s . 1 2j1 y qjFj  .1
1.3 .
y2eyc yy1r2j n13r2 y1s n dy q O j n . .H 12yc y /0 1 y e .
Let us prove that for every fixed x g C
1 R y E R1 13U U2 y1r2< <E exp xR s exp x q O x j , R [ . 1.4 .  . .1 1 1 /2 s R .1
 U  U .k k .This means, in particular, that R « N, and E R ª E N , ;k G 1.1 1
 .Denoting s s s R , we begin with1
1 y q j
y1E exp xR s s . .  y11 j x js1 y q ejFj1
 .Taking the main branch logarithm of the generic factor, and using
 . 2  < < 3.log 1 q z s z y z r2 q O z , we compute
2y1 y1 y1j x js j x js j x jsq 1 y e q e y 1 1 q e y 1 .  .  .
ylog 1 q s qj j j /  /21 y q 1 y q 1 y q
3y1j x js< <q e y 1
q O j /1 y q
x jq j x 2 j2q j
s qj 2 2js 1 y q 2s 1 y q .
< < 3 3 jx j q
q O .3 3js /1 y q .
  . .That the z 's we encounter all are O 1 will be seen momentarily. Adding
 .the logarithms, and using 1.3 , we get
32 3 2 j< <x x x j q
y1E exp xR s s exp E R q q O . 1.5 . . 1 1 3 3js 2 s /1 y qjFj  .1
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It remains to notice that s 3 is of order n3r2 j3r2, while the sum is close to1
y3eyc yy1r2j n12 3r2n dy s O n j . .H 13yc y0 1 y e .
 < < 3 y1r2 . Thus the error term is O x j . This of course means that the error1
terms for the individual logarithms were small too, so that the usage of the
 . .  .expansion formula for log 1 q z was indeed legitimate. Equation 1.4 is
proved.
Step 2. Next, let us show that
1 D2
c c y7r4 y5r4< <P R s E R q D s exp y q O D n q n . .1 1 22  /2s’2ps cc
1.6 .
 2 c. c s [ Var R , uniformly over D such that E R q D g N. This is ac 1 1
.variant of a local limit theorem with a remainder term.
We begin with
1 y q j
cf u [ E exp iuR s , u g R 1.7 .  . . 1 j iu j1 y q ej)j1
2 3yd .  .  .  .cf. Step 1 . First, let u s O n , d g , . Analogously to 1.5 , via3 4
 . 2 3  < < 4.log 1 q z s z y z r2 q z r3 q O z , we obtain
1
c 2 2 3 4f u s exp iu E R y u s y iu S q O u S , .  .1 c 3 42
j 2 j 3 jq q q
3S s j q q ,3 2 3j j j3! 1 y q . 2 1 y q 3 1 y qj)j  .  .1
q j j4




2 2S s O n dy s O n , .H3 yc y1 y e .0
4 yc y
` y e
5r2 5r2S s O n dy s O n , .H4 4yc y0 1 y e .
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so that
< < 3 4 y3dy2.u S q u S s O n , .3 4
w 3  4 .xfor u in question. Expanding exp yiu S q O u S , we have3 4
1
c 2 2 3 4 2 6 4f u s exp iu E R y u s 1 y iu S q O u n q u n . 1.8 .  .  .1 c 3 /2
<  . < < <We also need to bound f u for the larger values of u . Let us prove
that there exist A, a , b ) 0 such that
12 3r2ya u n < <f u F e , if u F , 1.9 .  .’A n
1
yb n’ < <f u F e , if u G . 1.10 .  .’A n
By an elementary inequality
1 1
< < < <w xF exp Re z y z z g C, z - 1 , 1.11 .  .
< <1 y z 1 y z
 .and 1.7 , we write
jf u F exp y q 1 y cos uj . .  .
j)j1
Now
x 2 x 4




j j 2 j 4q 1 y cos uj G q j y q j . .  2! 4!j)j j)j j)j1 1 1
The sums on the right are asymptotic to
` `
3r2 yc y 2 5r2 yc y 4n e y dy , n e y dy ,H H
y1r2 y1r2j n j n1 1
respectively. So, for A large enough there exists a ) 0 such that, if
y1 2 3r2’< <  .  .u F A n and n G n A , then the sum on the left is at least a u n .
 .This proves 1.9 .
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y1’< < w . xFor u g A n , p , we have
2 y1 21 y q s O n s O u s O 1 y cos u . .  .  .  .
2  .Therefore, denoting D s 1 y 2 q cos u q q and using D s O 1 y cos u ,
we obtain
q j1q1 q j1q1 eiu j1
jq 1 y cos uj s y Re . iu1 y q 1 y qej)j1
1 1
j q11G q y ’1 y q D 1.12 .
2 q j1q2 1 y cos u
s ? ’ ’1 y q D ? D q 1 y q .
’G b n ,
 .for sufficiently small b ) 0. This proves 1.10 .
 .  .  .With the relations 1.8 ] 1.10 at hand, we turn directly to proving 1.6 .
As usual, we begin with the inversion formula
p1
c yimuP R s m s e f u du, m g N. . . H1 2p yp
yd  .  .Introduce u s n . By 1.9 , 1.10 ,n
1 3r2y2 dyi mu ya ne f u du s O e . 1.13 .  . .H2p < <u Gun
< <  .Consider u F u . Using 1.8 , we writen
1
yi mue f u du s q q O q . .H H H H H /2p < <u Fu 1 2 3 4n
Here, setting m s E Rc q D, we have1
1 u2
i D u 2[ e exp y s duH H c /2p 2< <1 u Fun
1.14 .
21 D 2 2yu s r2n cs exp y q O e , .22  /2s’2ps cc
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 yk n3r2y2 d . 3so that the remainder term is O e , k ) 0. Further, since u is
< < < <odd and sin y F y ,
u2
i D u 3 2[ yiS e u exp y s duH H3 c /2< <2 u Fun
2
` D
4< <s O S D u exp y duH3 2 /2sy` c 1.15 .




5r2 4[ n u exp y duH H 2 /2s3 y` c 1.16 .




4 6[ n u exp y duH H 2 /2s4 y` c 1.17 .
s O ny5r4 . .
 .  .  .Combining 1.14 ] 1.17 , we arrive at 1.6 .
Note. Throughout Step 2, we have never used the condition j ª `.1
 .This means that we can apply 1.6 for j s 0, that is, for R s  jZ .1 jG1 j
 1r2 .   ..Recall that E R s n q O n ; also analogously to 1.3 ,
2 yc y
` y e
2 3r2 y1r2s R s n dy q O n .  .H 2yc y0 1 y e .
1.18 .
’24
3r2s n q O n .
p
 w x.  .Fristedt 11 . Therefore, from 1.6 we obtain
1 1
y1r2 y1r2P R s n s 1 q O n s 1 q O n .  .  . . 42’ 32ps R . ’96n
1.19 .
  ..cf. 1.1 .
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Step 3. The rest is easy. We evaluate asymptotically the expression for
 .  .d Z , X in 1.1 , using the estimates of Steps 1, 2. Begin with the firstTV 1 1
 .  1r2 .term, 0.5P R ) n . Since E R f n and j s O n , it follows then from1 1
 .  .  3r4.1.2 that n y E R is of exact order n. Since s R s O n , applying1 1
U  .the Markov inequality to R and using 1.4 with x s "1, we obtain1
P R ) n s O eyk n1r4 , k ) 0. .  .1
 .  .  .Turn to the sum in 1.2 . For r F n, using 1.6 , 1.19 ,
E R q E Rc s n q O n1r2 , .1 1
we write
2cP R s n y r s R r y E R .  . .1 1y 1 s exp y y 1c 2 c /P R s n s R 2s R .  .  .1 1
y1 < < y1r2q O n r y E R q n . .1
U  . y1 .Therefore, using the notation R s R y E R s R ,1 1 1 1
d Z , X .TV 1 1
2U1 s R R .  .1 2 2 cs E exp y s R rs R y 1 y 1 .  . .1c2 s R 2 .1
q O ny1s R q ny1r2 . 1.20 .  . .1
To evaluate the last expectation asymptotically, we use RU « N. Suppose1
y1r2  .first lim j n s a g 0, ` . Then1 1
2 c
`
2 yc ys R p y e .1 2ª s [ dy.H12 2yc y’s R . 24 a 1 y e .1
Therefore
d Z , X .TV 1 1
2 2
`1 1 1 x x
y2ª exp y s y 1 y 1 exp y dx .H 1  /’2 s 2 22p y` 1
2 2
`1 1 x 1 x
s exp y y exp y dxH 2  /2  / ’2 22s 2py` ’2ps 11
s d N , N . 1.21 .  .TV 1
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y1r2  .Suppose j n ª 0. Then, by 1.3 ,1
s 2 R s nj 1 q O j ny1r2 s o s 2 R . .  . . . .1 1 1
Therefore, using
yy 2e y 1 y y F y r2, ; y G 0, .
 .after simple manipulations we rewrite the expected value in 1.20 as
2s R .1 2U? E 1 y R .124s R .
4s R .1 4 1r2Uq O 1 q E R q j rn .  . .1 14s R .
p j1 2< <f ? ? E 1 y N . 1.22 .1r2’ n8 6
  U .k  k . .We have used E R ª E N , ;k G 1.1
The case i s 2 is basically similar. So we will just briefly indicate why we
need the conditions a G a and2
y1’j F x n log n , x - 2c . 1.23 .  .2
First of all, it can be shown that
`
yc yye
y1r2E R s 1 q O n n dy , . . H2 yc yy1r2 1 y ej n2
`
2 yc yy e
2 y1r2 3r2s R s 1 q O n n dy .  . . H2 2yc yy1r2j n 1 y e .2
  .. y1r2 2 .cf. 1.3 . Thus, for j n bounded away from 0, s R is of an exact2 2
order
2j23r2 ’n exp ycj r n . .2 /’n
 .The analogue of 1.4 is then
c j n r2’21 e 3U 2 < <E exp xR s exp x q O x , .2 1r4 /2 n
R y E R2 2UR [ .2 s R .2
 .  .So the remainder term is o 1 precisely because the condition 1.23 holds.
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 . c cLet f u stand now for the characteristic function of R . Just as for R ,2 1
 . 1r2  .we can prove 1.9 , assuming that j G n , say. To get 1.10 , we use the2
 .bound 1.12 for j s 0 to estimate1
` j2q
j jq 1 y cos uj G q 1 y cos uj y .  .  1 y qj-j js12
y1 r2y1 yc j n2’ ’G b n y 1 q o 1 c n e . .0
1 ’G b n ,02
’ provided that j G a n , where a G 1 is sufficiently large. Is it possible2
 . y1r2 .that 1.10 still holds whenever j n is simply bounded away from 0?2
 .  .Once 1.9 , 1.10 are established, the rest of Step 2 goes as before and
 . c cwe get 1.6 with R in place of R .2 1
 .  .The analogue of 1.20 follows then directly, and so does 1.21 when
w . y1r2  .a g a, ` . Let j n ª `, assuming that 1.23 holds. In this case2 2
2j22 y1 3r2 y1r2s R f c n exp ycj n . .  .2 2 /’n
 .  .So, because of 1.23 , the remainder term in the R -version of 1.20 is of2
y1  .  .1r2order n s R , and we put it instead of the fraction j rn into the2 1
 .R -version of 1.22 , in which2
s 2 R .2 y14 n s R , .22s R .
 .again according to 1.23 . This proves Theorem 1 for i s 2 also.
Even though the increasing order of parts is quite natural, our primary
goal is to study the likely shape of the Ferrers diagram, for which it is far
more convenient to list the parts in decreasing order. So let l denote thek
k th largest part in the random partition of n. Then we obtain the diagram
as a plane array of n dots arranged into bottom aligned columns, so that
the height of k th column is l . Reading consecutively the numbers of dotsk
in the rows of the array, beginning from the bottom row, we get the
 .  U4  4conjugate diagram partition l . Since l is uniformly distributed onk k
 U4the set of all diagrams of size n, then so is l . Notice that there is ak
simple connection between l* and the sums of X , namelyj
lU s X k [ X , k G 1. 1.24 .  .k j
jGk
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Thus
D
 4l ' X k . 1.25 4 .  .k
In particular,
D D
l ' X 1 , l y l ' X .1 k kq1 k
 w x w x.  .Erdos and Lehner 7 , Fristedt 11 . Theorem 1 and 1.25 could be usedÈ
 .to get easily a sharp probabilistic estimate of X k , whence of l , fork’ ’ .k 4 n . However, we are interested primarily in the case k s O n .
w x  1r4.Fristedt 11 obtained a sharp distributional result for the first o n
largest parts. As a first step toward achieving our goal, we can estimate
now only
kn
1r2 y1ÄX k [ X k [ n log n , .  . j n
jsk
1d d .  .  .for k F n , and any d - . The tail X k q 1 and X k k G n will ben2
dealt with in the next section.
In the formulations below and elsewhere, we adopt the following nota-
 .tion. Let a family of random variables V k g K , n G 1 , and a positivenk n
 .  .function f n, k be such that V rf n, k is bounded in probability as nnk
approaches infinity, uniformly for k g K . We express this by writingn
V s O f n , k , k g K . . .nk p n
LEMMA 1. If log n F k F nd then
1r2n log kÄ ÄX k s E k q O ; 1.26 .  .  .p  /k
if k F log n then
y1Ä ÄX k s 1 q O log n E k ; 1.27 .  .  . .p
here
y1 r2yc k nn’n 1 y eÄE k s log . . y1 r2yc k nc 1 y e
Ä  .So, for all k F k , the distribution of X k is asymptotically concentratedn
Ä .around the deterministic number E k , but the degree of concentration appears
.to be higher for the larger ¨alues of k.
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Consider now the large k 's. Define
’n
k s log n y 2 log log n y a , .n n2c
where a ª ` however slowly.n
LEMMA 2. If a n1r2 F k F k , thenn n
1r2y1 r2yc k n 1r2X k s E k q O e n log n . 1.28 .  .  . .p
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider log n F k F nd. Introduce
kn
ÄZ k s Z . 1.29 .  . j
jsk
 .Then, analogously to 1.3 , using k < k we obtainn
k j yc yn q ey1r2k nn y1 1r2Ä ’E Z k s s n dy q O k n .  . H yc yj y1r2 1 y e1 y q knjsk 1.30 .
Ä y1 1r2s E k q O k n , .  .
k j yc yn q ey1r2k nn2 Ä ’s Z k s s n dy . .  H2 2yc yy1r2j kn 1 y e .1 y qjsk  . 1.31 .
n
s 1 q o 1 . . .
ck
Ä  ..   ..Denoting s s s Z k , we obtain cf. 1.5
3k2 jn < <x x x q
y1Ä ÄE exp xZ k s s exp E Z k q q O , .  . .  3 3js 2 s /1 y qjsk  .
1.32 .
 .if x is such that each summand in the remainder is O 1 , uniformly for the
 .1r2   ..given range of j. Since s is of order nrk see 1.31 , this is indeed so
 1r2 .if x s O k . Assuming the last condition, and bounding the sum by the
 .  1r2 .corresponding integral, we transform 1.32 for x s O k into
2x 3y1 y1r2Ä Ä < <E exp xs Z k y E Z k s exp q O x k . 1.33 .  .  . . . . 2
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’Setting x s 6 log k , by Markov's inequality we obtain then
y1 y1r2Ä Ä ’P s Z k y E Z k G 6 log k F exp y3 log k q O k log k .  .  . /
1
F .2k
 .  .  .1r2Since the remainder in 1.30 is o s , and s f nrk , the last estimate
implies that
1r27n log k 1Ä ÄP max Z k y E k G F .  .  2 /d /k klog nFkFn kGlog n
F logy1 n. 1.34 .
w xSuppose k F l [ log n q 1 . Introduce the reverse sequencen
Ä Ä .  .Z l , . . . , Z 1 . It is easy to see that, given u g R, the sequencen
ÄuZk .eÄY k [ , 1 F k F l , . nÄuZk .E e
is a martingale,
Ä Ä Ä ÄE Y k Y k q 1 , . . . , Y l s Y k q 1 , 1 F k F l , .  .  .  . /n n
 .that is. Then, for any stopping time T adapted to the reverse sequence ,
we have
Ä ÄE Y T s E Y l s 1 1.35 .  .  .n
 w x.the optional stopping theorem, Durrett 6, Chap. 4 . Now, analogously to
 .1.32 ,
k jn qÄuZk . 2ÄE e s exp u E Z k q O u , 1.36 .  . 2j /1 y qjsk  .
 .provided that the jth term in the sum is O 1 , uniformly for k F j F k .n
 1r2 .  y1r2 .Since k s o n , the condition is met if u s O n . For such u, we
have
k j `n q
2 2 y2u sO u n j s O 1 , . 2  /j1 y qjsk jsi .
Ä Äu EZ k y E k s O 1 , .  .  .
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y1r2  .whence, if we set u s "n in 1.36 ,
y1r2 Ä ÄE exp n Z T y E T s O 1 . .  .  .
 .Let T be the first counting backward from l moment k G 1 such thatn
Ä Ä ’Z k y E k G a n ; .  . n
set T s 1, say, if no such k exists. Then
ya y1r2nÄ Ä Ä Ä’P max Z k y E k G a n F e E exp n Z T y E T .  .  .  .n /1FkFln
s O e - an . .
Since a ª ` however slowly, we see thatn
Ä Ä 1r2Z k y E k s O n .  .  .p
1.37 .ÄE k .
s O , 1 F k F l .p n /log n
We have used
’ ’n k nnÄE k f log f log n , 1 F k F l . . nc k 2c
 .  .  .  .  .The relations 1.34 , 1.37 and Theorem 1 2 imply 1.26 , 1.27 .
We omit the proof of Lemma 2 since it is very close to the proof above.
In the next section we will prove Lemma 3, which}in addition to the
’ .  .range k s O n }provides the estimates for X k with k only twice
smaller than k .n
2. . . . AND INTERMEDIATE SIZE PARTS
We begin with an estimate which means that the random variables Xj
with moderate j's still possess certain degrees of mutual independence.
Given 1 F k - k F n, let C s k 2 X denote the total number of1 2 jsk j1 D
w x   . .parts of sizes from the interval k , k . By 1.25 , C ' l y l . We1 2 k k q11 2
consider the case
3 1dk G n , d g , . 2.1 .1 8 2
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We use the symbol d as in Lemma 1, since later Lemma 1 will be
.dovetailed with the next statement. Select
1 2 1d g y d , . 2.2 . .1 2 3 4
 yd 1. dPROPOSITION. For h s O n , uniformly o¨er n F k - k F `,1 2
1 2 2E exp h C y m s O exp h s# , . .  .2
k kj j2 2q q
2m [ , s# [ . 2.3 . j 2j1 y q 1 y qjsk jsk  .1 1
 yd 1. dNote. Thus, for h s O n , k G n , the moment generating function1
 . hCm.g.f. E e is essentially bounded by the m.g.f. of the Gaussian variable
with mean m and variance s#2 of k 2 Z .jsk j1
 4Proof of Proposition. Let l s l G l G ??? l ) 0 be a generic fi-1 2 m
nite sequence of positive integer. Introduce
w xC l s s : l g k , k , 4 . s 1 2
w xthe number of the parts of l with sizes from k , k . Then, mimicking the1 2
usual derivation of Euler's formula, we have:
< < < < < < j  w x.For t - 1, x ? t - 1 k g k , k ,1 2
`
n Cl. j 2 jt x s 1 q t q t q ??? .  
w xjf k , kns0 < <l : l sn 1 2
2j j? 1 q xt q xt q ??? .  /
w xjg k , k1 2
k21 1
s ? . j j1 y t 1 y xtw x jskjf k , k 11 2
 .Therefore, denoting the total number of partitions of n by p n , we write
k` 21 1
n Ct p n E x s ? , 2.4 .  .  .  j j1 y t 1 y xtw x jskjf k , kns0 11 2
so
k21 1
C nw xp n E x s t ? . 2.5 .  .  . j j1 y t 1 y xtw x jskjf k , k 11 2
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h  yd 1.   . .Set x s e , h s O n see 2.2 for the range of d . In this case,1
 .  .the function on the right hand side of 2.4 , 2.5 is analytic in a disc
 < <  y1r2 .4t: t F r s exp yn n , n ) 0, since for j G k1
j yd dy1r21xr F exp O n y n n - 1, .
1 iuas d ) y d . Using Cauchy's integral formula for the contour t s re :1 2
 x4u g yp , p , we write
p1
C yinu iup n E x s e F x , re du , .  .  .H nn2p r yp
2.6 .k j` 21 1 y z
F x , z [ ? . .  n j j1 y z 1 y xzjs1 jsk1
In particular, the case x s 1 corresponds to the integral formula that led
w xHardy and Ramanujan 17 to their celebrated asymptotic formula for
 .p n . Its simple corollary is
p 2 nr3’e
y1r2p n s 1 q O n . 2.7 .  .  . .’4 3 n
This result can be obtained in a short way via a remarkably simple formula
 w x.due to Freiman see Postnikov 24 :
2` 1 p 1 z
< <s exp q Log q O z , 2.8 .  . yk z 6 z 2 2p1 y eks1
 4uniformly for z ª 0 within a corner z: Im z F e Re z, Re z ) 0 ,e ) 0
being fixed; Log denotes the main branch of the logarithmic function.
  .Freiman used 2.8 to obtain a weaker estimate
p 2 nr3’e
y1r4qep n s 1 q O n , ;e ) 0; .  . .’4 3 n
w x .  .see Postnikov 24 . We will utilize the full power of 2.8 later. In the
current proof we need only a special case Im z s 0, which can be obtained
 .in a direct fashion, via exponentiation of the product in 2.8 and applica-
 . < j <tion of the summation formulas. Using the inequality 1.11 and xr F 1
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 .j G k , we obtain1
iu jF x , re F F x , r exp r cos ju y 1 .  .  .n n
jG1
1 1
F F x , r exp Re y .n iu 1 y r1 y re
22 r q r cos u y 1 .  .
s F x , r exp .n 21 y r 1 y 2 r cos u q r .  .
2.9 .
au 2
F F x , r exp y , .n y3r2 y1r2 2 /n q n u
for a constant a ) 0. Now
p
2au 3r2 2ya n u r2exp y du F e duH Hy3r2 y1r2 2 / y1r2n q n u < <yp u Fn
q eya n1r2 r2 duH
y1r2 < <n F u Fp
2.10 .
s O ny3r4 . .
 yc ny1 r2 .  .Choosing r s q s e , with the help of 2.8 we easily obtain
p 2 nr3’` 1 e
ynq s O . 2.11 . j 1r4 /1 y q njs1
 .  .  .  .Combining 2.7 , 2.9 ] 2.11 we get from 2.6 :
k j2 1 y q
CE x s O . .  j /1 y xqjsk1
h  yd 1.Here, taking logarithms and using x s e , h s O n , we obtain
2k k kj j 2 j2 2 21 y q q x y 1 q .
log s x y 1 q .  j j 2j21 y xq 1 y q 1 y qjsk jsk jsky1  .1 1
k 3 j2 q3< <q O x y 1  3j /1 y qjsk  .1 2.12 .
k kj j2 2q 1 q
2s h q h j 2j21 y q 1 y qjsk jsk  .1 1
q O ny2 dy3r4y3d1. . .
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Indeed
k 3 j y3c y2 `q e3 y3d q1r21< <x y 1 s O n dy H3 3yc yy1r2j  /k n 1 y e .1 y q 1jsk  .1
s O ny3 w d1y1 r2y2 d r3.x , .
and the contributions proportional to h 3 that come from x y 1 and
3 .x y 1 are of a lesser order of magnitude.
As the first application, we can now fill the gap left open in Section 1.
LEMMA 3. If
’n
dn F k F k , k [ log n ,n n 4c
then
1r2y1y1 r21r2 ck nX k s E k q O n e y 1 log n . 2.13 .  .  . . /p
 .Note. So, as we had promised, the relation 1.28 is indeed a special
 . w 1r2 xcase of 2.13 for k g a n , k r2 .n n
Proof of Lemma 3. By the proposition, with k s k, k s n,1 2
y1 2E exp x X k y m s# s O exp x r2 . . .  . .
n j n j 2.14 .q q
2ms , s# s , j 2j1 y q 1 y qjsk jsk  .
provided that
< < yd 1x s O s#n . 2.15 . .
 .  .The relation 2.14 is analogous to but simpler than 1.32 . Further, it can
be easily shown that, uniformly for k G nd,
q k
m s E k q O , . k /1 y q
k k’n q q
2s# s q Ok 2k /c 1 y q 1 y q .
k’n q
yds 1 q O n . .kc 1 y q
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So, for k F k ,n
s# G g n1r4 , g ) 0,1 1
 . < <  1r4yd1.and 2.15 definitely holds if x s O n . We also see that m y
 .  . ’E k s o s# . So we set x s 4 log n and just as in the proof of Lemma
.  .1 arrive at 2.13 .
 .As a direct consequence of Lemmas 1]3 and 1.25 , we get
THEOREM 2.
¡ y11 q O log n E k k F log n , .  . . .p
1r2y1 1r2E k q O nk log n log n F k F n , .  .  .p~X k , l s . k 1r2y1 r2yc k n 1r2 1r2E k q O e n log n n F k F k , .  . .p n




E k s log , . y1 r2yc k nc 1 y e
2.17 .’ ’n n
k s log n , k s log n y 2 log log n y a , .n n n4c 2c
with a ª ` howe¨er slowly.n
 .The relations 2.16 are essentially analogous to the estimates obtained
 .among other results by Szalay and Turan in the remarkable series ofÂ
w xthree papers 27]29 . The techniques differ substantially, though, ours
being more probabilistic and noticeably less analytical, largely due to
Fristedt's conditioning device and the Arratia]Tavare conjecture justifiedÂ
in Theorem 1. Characteristically, Szalay and Turan did not use the connec-Â
 .tion stated in 1.25 . It should be noted also that, neglecting the O -termsp
 .and extreme values of k, we can rewrite 2.16 loosely as
cl k ck .
exp y q exp y f 1. 2.18 . / /’ ’n n
This important observation, based on the Szalay]Turan estimates, wasÂ
w xmade earlier by Vershik 33 . He also indicated striking parallels and
dissimilarities with the asymptotic shape problem for the Plancherel dis-
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 w xtributed Ferrers diagrams Logan and Shepp 22 , Kerov and Vershik
w x.  < < .31, 32 . The Plancherel distribution assigns to a partition l, l s n ,
 .the probability measure proportional to the squared degree d l of a
corresponding irreducible representation of the symmetric group S .n
w xSzalay and Turan 29 used their estimates to study the likely magnitudeÂ
 .  .of d l , under the condition assumed in the present paper that l be
w xuniformly distributed. Using the classic formula of Frobenius 12 ,
 l y l q j y i .1F iF jF m i j
d l s n! , . m l q m y i ! .is1 i
m
l G l G ??? G l G 1, l s n , 2.19 .1 2 m i /
is1
they showed that
7r8 4 y1’P log d l y log n! q An F n log n G 1 y n , 2.20 .  . .
with
`1 y log y
y2A s y y log c q c dyH y2 e y 10
1` `
y2q c log dx dyH H yxyylog 1r 1 y e . .0 0
1 y yxy q log 1r 1 y e . .
2.21 .
G 0.02cy2 s 0.012 . . . .
The authors also made a ``very risky'' conjecture that there exist constants
A , A such that1 2
2’ ’ ’log d l s log n! y An q A n log n q A n log n . 1 2
2.22 .’q O n log log n , .p
stressing that}according to an argument due to Erdos}the error termÈ
’ .cannot be improved to O n rlog n .p
D
Using l ' l* and Theorem 2, we prove
THEOREM 3.
3r4 3r2’log d l s log n! y An q O n log n , 2.23 .  . .p
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where
`1 t log t
A s q dtH ct2 e y 10
2.24 .
`’3 6 6 log j
s y g q log y 2 22 p p jjs1
and g is the Euler constant; numerically A s 0.1040493 . . . . Consequently,
 .the double-integral term in 2.29 equals 1.
 .Note. Contrary to the conjectured 2.22 , we are inclined to believe
3r4  .that n in the remainder term estimate in 2.23 is optimal. We would
risk a conjecture that}just like R from Section 1}the random variable
’w  . xlog d l r n! is asymptotically Gaussian, with mean yAn, and standard
deviation of order n3r4.
Proof of Theorem 3. Our argument is based on an alternative expres-
 .sion for d l , a so-called hook formula discovered by Frame, Robinson,
w xand Thrall 10 :
n!
d l s . 2.25 .  .
 h I .I g l
 .Here the product is over all n unit cells squares I in the diagram l; for
 .  .an i, j -cell the intersection of ith row and jth column ,
h I s l y j q lU y i q 1, . i j
 .that is, h I is the number of cells in the hook comprised by I itself, and
by the cells in ith row right of I, and in jth column up from I. The
w xreader is referred to Knuth 19, Chap. 6 for a detailed discussion of the
enumerational]algorithmic aspects of the hook formula, and to Greene,
w x w xNijenhuis, and Wilf 15, 16 and Pittel 23 for its probabilistic interpreta-
tion. We note that the hook formula also was the starting point of analysis
w x w xin Logan and Shepp 22 and Kerov and Vershik 31, 32 .
In view of Stirling's formula for n!, it suffices to show that
1
3r4 3r2log h I s n log n q nJ q O n log n , .  . p2Igl
2.26 .
` t log t
J [ dt.H cte y 10
For the more explicit formula, we observe that
zy1
`d t
J s dt ,H ct /dz e y 10 zs2
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and use the well-known formulas
`
zy1t
dt s G z z z Re ) 1 , 2.27 .  .  .  .H te y 10
` 1
zy1 ytG z s t e dt , z z s , .  . H zj0 jG1
p 2




y2J s 1 y g y log c y c . 2jjG1
 .So, turning to 2.26 , we prove first that
kn
3r4 1r2l y E i s O n log n , .  . i p
is1
kn
U 3r4 1r2l y E j s O n log n . 2.28 .  . . j p
js1
D
Since l ' l*, we need to consider only the first sum. Write
kn
l y E i s q q ; .   i
is1 1 2 3
 .here see Theorem 2
w x w xlog n log n
y1[ l y E i s O log n E i .  .  i p  /1 is1 is1
s O n1r2 log n , .p
w 1r2 x w 1r2 xn n
1r2 1r2 y1r2[ l y E i s O n log n i .  i p  /2 w x is1log n q1
s O n3r4 log1r2 n , .p
kn `
3r4 1r2 yc x[ s O n log n e dx  Hp  /11r23 w xn q1
s O n3r4 log1r2 n . .p
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 .So 2.28 follows. Also, again by Theorem 2,
kn
Ul F l q l y k l . i i 1 n k n
iGk iskn n
s O n1r2eyc iny1 r2 q n3r4 log log np  /
iGkn 2.29 .
s O n3r4 log log n , .p
lU s O n3r4 log log n . . j p
jGkn
In the coming estimates we adopt the following notation: given g : N ª
w .0, ` , we denote by g the set of cells whose upper right corners have
 .  .coordinates satisfying 1 F i F g j , 1 F j F g i . Introduce
E k 1 F k F k , .  .nf k s .  0 k ) k . .n
 .  .By 2.28 and 2.29 ,
log h I y log h I .  . 
Igl Igf
kn
F log n l y E i q l . i i is1 i)kn 2.30 .
kn
U Uq l y E j q l . j j /js1 j)kn
s O n3r4 log3r2 n . .p
 .  .  .  .Further, introducing h I s E i y j q E j y i q 1 for an i, j -cell0
I g f , we have
Ul y E i l y E j .  .i j
log h I y log h I s O q , .  .0 1 1 /E i y j q E j y i q .  .2 2
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and, for instance, summing over j and then over i, we obtain
knl y E i .i s O log E 1 l y E i .  .  i1  /E i y j q . 2Igf is1
s O n3r4 log3r2 n . .p
Therefore
3r4 3r2log h I y log h I s O n log n , .  .  .  0 p
Igf Igf
 .and this estimate along with 2.30 delivers
3r4 3r2log h I y log h I s O n log n . .  .  .  0 p
Igl Igf
So it remains to estimate
T s log E i y j q E j y i q 1 . .  . .n
1Fi , jFkn
 .  .iFE j , jFE i
 .We will refer to the summation region as R . Notice that, for all x, y inn
 .the i, j -cell,
E x y y G E i y j G 0, E y y x G E j y i G 0, .  .  .  .
 .since E ? is decreasing. Therefore
log E x y y q E y y x q 1 .  . .
1 q E x y E i 1 q E y y E j .  .  .  .
s log h I q O q . .0 1 1 /E i y j q E j y i q .  .2 2
Using an inequality
1 y eyu u
F 0 - ¨ F u , .y¨1 y e ¨
we obtain then
log E x y y q E y y x q 1 dx dy .  . .HH
 .x , y gI
2.31 .1r2 y1 1r2 y11 q n i 1 q n j
s log h I q O q , .0 1 1 /E i y j q E j y i q .  .2 2
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since, say,
y1 r2yi cn’n 1 y ei i
E x y E i dx s log dx .  . .H H y1 r2yx cnciy1 iy1 1 y e
’n ii
F log dxHc xiy1
’n





 .  .Summing the bounds 2.31 for i, j g R , we easily getn
T s log E x y y q E y y x q 1 dx dy q O n1r2 log2 n ; .  . .  .HHn
 .x , y gR n
2.32 .
 .  .  .here x, y g R iff x, y g I such that I's upper right corner i, j is inn
R . Introducen
H s 0 - x , y F k : x F E y , y F E x ; 4 .  .n n
 1r2 .the set H R R is covered by O n log n boundary cells. For every suchn n
 .  .i, j -cell, by 2.31 ,
0 F log E x y y q E y y x q 1 dx dy .  . .HH
 .x , y gIlR n
n1r2 n1r2
s O log n q q , /i j
and}since each row and each column contains at most one boundary cell
 1r2 2 .  .}the integral over H R R is O n log n . So 2.32 becomesn n
T s log E x y y q E y y x q 1 dx dy q O n1r2 log2 n . .  . .  .HHn
 .x , y gHn
2.33 .
Next we want to extend integration to the whole
H [ x , y ) 0 : x F E y , y F E x . 4 .  .
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To this end, let us show that
log E x y y q E y y x q 1 dx dy s O n3r4 log n . .  . .  .HH
HRHn
Using convexity of logarithm, the inequality
’ ’n n
E y F log , .
c cy
and denoting
’n cE x .
p x s E x y x y log q 1, .  . ’c e n
we estimate half of the above integral:
`  .E x
log E x y y q E y y x q 1 dy dx .  . .H H
k 0n
` 1  .E xF E x log E x y x q 1 q E y dy dx .  .  . .H HE x .k 0n
`
F E x log p x dx .  .H
kn
s O n3r4 log n . .
The last equality holds since
’n
p9 x - 0, p k f , .  .n c
’n y1 r2yx cnE x f e , uniformly for x G k . . nc
 3r4By working out a lower bound, we can show that n log n is the exact
.   ..order of the integral. Therefore see 2.33 ,
T s log E x y y q E y y x q 1 dx dy q O n3r4 log n . .  . .  .HHn
 .x , y gH
2.34 .
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Now for the fun! Introduce new variables
E x y y 1 1 y 1 eyy cny1 r2 .
u s s log y s log ,y1 r2 y1r2yx cn yx cn’ ’c cn n1 y e 1 y e
E y y x 1 1 x 1 eyx cny1 r2 .
¨ s s log y s log .y1 r2 y1r2yy cn yycn’ ’c cn n1 y e 1 y e
Then the bounds for H become u ) 0, ¨ ) 0. The Jacobian is given by
­ u , ¨ 1 eyy cny1 r2 eyx cny1 r2 1 .
cuq¨ .s ? y 1 s e y 1 . .y1 r2 y1r2yx cn yycn /­ x , y n n . 1 y e 1 y e
 .So the integral in 2.34 reduces to
1 du d¨ log u q ¨ q ny1r2 .
n log n q n du d¨HH HHcuq¨ . cuq¨ .2 e y 1 e y 1u)0, ¨)0 u)0, ¨)0
I
s n log n q nI .n2
 .Here, by 2.27 ,
` t 1
I s dt s G 2 z 2 s 1, .  .H ct 2e y 1 c0
`
y1r2t log t q n .
I s dt.Hn cte y 10
 y1r2 .To estimate I , we approximate log t q n by log t and, introducingn
tt
G t s dt , . H cte y 10
integrate the remainder by parts:
` `t log t G t .y1r2I s dt q n dt.H Hn ct y1r2e y 1 t t q n .0 0
The second integral equals
`dt1 y2O q t dt .H Hy1r2 /t q n0 1
s O log n . .
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Thus
I s J q O ny1r2 log n . .n
 .and 2.34 simplifies to
1
3r4T s n log n q nJ q O n log n . .n 2
 .Note. Clearly, from 2.23 and the proof we get
1 d l 1 . P
log ª y y J , 2.35 .’n 2n!
where




y1f x s c log . . yc x1 y e
 .In essence, the relation 2.35 was claimed, without a proof, by Vershik
w x33 .
A much simpler connection between partitions of n and the symmetric
 4group S is based on the observation that with every partition l s Xn j jG1
 .one can associate a conjugacy class C l of S : it consists of all permuta-n
 .tions with X cycles of length j j G 1 . This association establishesj
bijection between the partitions and the conjugacy classes. By Cauchy's
formula,
n!
c l [ C l s , .  .
j l .
2.36 .
X jj l [ j X !. .  j
jG1
 .The class function j l is of importance in its own right; it is the number
 .of cosets of C l in S . It also equals the number of permutations thatn
 .commute with a fixed permutation from C l .
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 .  .Under the uniform distribution on the set of partitions l, c l , j l are
w xrandom variables. Erdos and Turan 9 proved thatÈ Â
n1r2
2log j l s 1 q o 1 log n. 2.37 .  .  . .p 4c
  . .By o 1 we denote a random variable which converges to 0 in probability.p
 .We strengthen 2.37 , proving
THEOREM 4.
n1r2 log2 n n1r2 log n
log j l s q X y g y 2 log c ; 2.38 .  .  .n4c 2c
here, for e¨ery x g R,
P X F x ª eyeyx . .n
Note. The appearance of the doubly exponential distribution came as a
 .surprise, since we had somehow expected log j l to be asymptotically
Gaussian. Notice that the limiting distribution is infinitely divisible
.nonetheless. A partial reason for this ``abnormal'' phenomenon is that the
smaller the parts are, the larger the role they play in shaping a likely
 .behavior of j l . In contrast, the dominant contribution to a typical value
 .of d l appears to come from the moderate-sized parts.
 .Proof of Theorem 4. Here is our plan. First, we use Theorem 1 1 to
 .show that the contribution to log j l made by the variables X withj
 1r2 .j s o n is doubly exponential, with mean and variance respectively of
orders n1r2 log2 n and n log2 n. Second, we use Theorem 2 to show that the
 1r2overall contribution by the remaining X is likely to be within the o nj
.log n -neighborhood of its mean. Combining the two results, we get the
statement.
w 1r2 xLet a ª ` however slowly, and j s n ra . Writen n n
log j l s log j X j X ! q log j X j X ! .  .  . j j
jFj j)jn n
s L l q L l . .  .1 2
1. By Stirling's formula,
jXj
L l s X log q O log X q 1 .  . 1 j j / /ejFj jFjn n
2.39 .
jXj y1 1r2s X log q O a n log n , . j n /ejFjn
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simply because X F n. To get the limiting distribution of the sum inj
 .2.39 , we replace X 's by Z's from Section 1 and consider
jZj
L s Z log .1 j  /ejFjn
 y1r2  . .Since j n ª 0, by Theorem 1 d L , L ª 0. Let us break up Ln TV 1 1 1
as follows:
L s L 1. q L 2. ,1 1 1
1 jZj1. 2.L s log n Z , L s Z log . 1 j 1 j 1r22 enjFj jFjn n
2. ’Let us quickly dispense with L . Given j F j , denote x s rjr n ,1 n r’  .D x s rr n , and}with the help of 2.27 }computer
jZ rjj j jrE Z log s 1 y q q r log . j 1r2 1r2 /en enrG0
n xrj yc x rs 1 y q e x log D x .  r r2 ej rG0
`n x
j yc x ’s 1 y q e x log dx q O jr n .  .H2  /ej 0
2.40 .
’n
s y g q log c q O 1 . .  .
cj
Likewise, but more crudely,
jZ rjj2 2 j r j 2 2E Z log s 1 y q q r log . j 1r2 1r2 /en enrG0
2.41 .
3r2n n
js O 1 y q s O . . 3 2 / /j j
’ .  .Using 2.40 , 2.41 , and recalling that j s n ra , we see thatn n
g q log c
2. ’ ’E L s y n log n q O n log a , .1 n2c
jZj2. 2 2Var L F E Z log s O n . .1 j 1r2 /enjFjn
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So the variance is negligible compared to the squared mean. Applying
Chebyshev's inequality we obtain
g q log c
2. 1r2’ ’L s y n log n q O n log n , 2.42 . .1 p2c
say.
To get the limiting distribution of L 1., we need to study the character-1
istic function
2c1.i t L1g u s E e , t s u. .  .n ’n log n
By definition of L 1. and independence of Z's,1
icu
g u s g u , g u s E exp Z . .  .  .n n j n j j /’njFin
We compute
icu
j jrg u s 1 y q q exp r .  . n j  /’nrG0
y1y1 r2 y1r2cr n iucn1 y e e y 1
s s 1 yy1 r2 y1r2c iuyj.n c jn /1 y e e y 1
y1iu
y1r2s 1 y 1 q O n . . /j
y1iu
y1r2s 1 y 1 q O n . . . /j
Then we can write
 jn e iu r jjs1y1r2g u s 1 q O j n .  . .n n j iu r jn e 1 y iurj .js1
y1 yg ius 1 q O a exp iu log j q g ? e G 1 y iu .  . . .n n
2.43 .
s 1 q O ay1 ? eiu log jn G 1 y iu . . . .n
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We have used here the relation
`
y1yz r j g ze 1 q zrj s e G 1 q z , 2.44 .  .  . .
js1
true for all z / y1, y2, . . . , and an obvious estimate
eyz r j 1 q zrj s 1 q O z 2rk , i ª `. .  .
jGk
Now it is also known, and easy to check, that
G 1 y iu s E eiu X , P X F x s eyeyx . .  .  .
  .Probabilistically, the identity 2.44 means that
D Y y 1j
X ' g q , jjG1
where Y are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with parameter 1, hence X isj
.  .infinitely divisible. It follows then from 2.43 that
2c L 1.1
X [ y log j « X ,n n1r2n log n
 .and, in combination with 2.42 we have
’ ’n n
L s log n log j q log n X y g y log c .1 n n2c 2c 2.45 .
q O n1r2 log1r2 n . .p
 .The same formula holds then for L l .1
 .  .2. Now consider L l . We know that, with high probability whp as2 ’w . .xn ª `, X s 0 for j G i s n r2c log n q a . So whpj n n
L l s L1. q L2. , .2 2 2
i in n
1. 2.L [ X log j, L [ log X ! . . 2 j 2 j
jsj q1 jsj q1n n
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First, we have
in
1.L s X j y X j q 1 log j .  . .2
jsj q1n
in j
s X j q 1 log j q 1 q X j log , .  .  .n n  /j y 1jsj q2n
 .as X i q 1 s 0 whp. By Theorem 2,n
y1y1 r2y1 yc j q1.nn’X j q 1 log j q 1 s c n log 1 y e log j q 1 .  .  . .n n n
1r2y1q O nj log n .p n 2.46 .
y1 1r2 y1 y1 y1’ ’s n c log n c j log j q O a n log n . .  .n n p n
The sum is bounded by  q  ; here, by Theorem 2,1 2
kn j
y1[ X j log s O j E j .  .  p  /j y 11 jsj q2 jGj q1n n
` 1y11r2 y1 yc x y1’s O n x log 1 y e dx s O n x log 1rx dx .  .H Hp p /  /y1 y1a an n
2’s O n log a ; .p n
in j
y1[ X j log s O k X k i y k .  .  . .  n n n nj y 12 jsk q1n
y1 ’s O k E k i y k s O n log log n a log a . .  . . . .p n n n n p n n
Therefore
1. y1 1r2 y1 y1 y1’ ’L s n c log n c j log j q O a n log n . 2.47 . .  .2 n n p n
Finally, consider L2.. We begin with2
Xj
2.L s log k 2
 4 ks1j q1FjFi : X G1n n j
in




s log k 1 .  4X G k , jk F n a’j n
kG1 jsj q1n
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The last equality holds whp since
X G k « jk F X j F X j , .  .j n
and
’X j s O E j s O n log a . .  . .  .n p n p n
Furthermore, notice that, for jk - n,
p n y jk .
P X G k s , 2.49 . .j p n .
 .since there is an obvious bijection between partitions l of n with X l Gj’k, and partitions l of n y jk. For jk F n a , the Hardy]Ramanujann
 .  .  .formula 2.7 for p ? transforms 2.49 into
P X G k s O eyb jk ny1 r2 , b s cr2. . .j
 .Therefore the expected value of the sum in 2.48 is
in
y1 r2 y1r2yb jk n yb j k nn’O log k e s O n e log k   / /kG1 jsj q1 kG1n
` y1yb x an’s O n e log x dxH /1
’s O n a log a . .n n
Hence
1. ’L s O n a log a , .2 p n n
 .and adding the estimate 2.47 we get
y1 y1 y1 y1’ ’ ’L l s n c log n c j log j q O a n log n . 2.50 .  . .  .2 n n p n
  .Thus the leading term and the error estimate 2.46 determine their
 . .  .counterparts in 2.50 . Now the sum of the leading terms in 2.45 and
 .2.50 is
1 1y1 y1 y1 y1 2’ ’n c log nc j log j s n c log n y log c log n .  .n n 4 2
q O n1r2 log2a . .n
So
1r2 2 ’n log n n log n
L l q L l s q X y g y 2 log c .  .  .1 2 n4c 2c
y1’q O a n log n . .p n
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3. A FUNCTIONAL LIMIT THEOREM
Here we prove a theorem that may allow us to get the distributional
 .results in the case when the functional F l depends primarily on the
moderate-sized parts.
Introduce an integer-valued function
’n 1
k t s log q 1, t g 0, 1 ; .  .
c 1 y t
  ..  .  . y1r2 w  . .so k t n s 1, where t n [ cr2 n . For t g t n , 1 , define1 1 1
’n 1
y1r4V t s n t l y log . .n k t . /c t
 .  .  .   .Also set V T ' 0, if t - t n , and V 1 s 0. The choice of k t and then 1 n
centering function is motivated by the Temperley]Vershik's equation
 . .  1r2 .2.18 . Clearly, since l s O n log n ,1 p
V t s O tn1r4 log n . 3.1 .  . .n p
 .  . yc n1r2Further, since l ' 0 k ) n , for t G t n [ 1 y e we havek 2
1r4 yc n’V t s O n e . 3.2 .  .  .n
 . w .For every n, the random function V t is right-continuous on 0, 1 and then
 .  xleft-side limits V t] exist for all t g 0, 1 .n
1yd 0 .  .LEMMA 4. Introduce t* n s n , where d g 0, . Then, gi¨ en « ) 0,0 8
1 1 1 .  .m ) 0, and n g , , r g 0, y 2d r3 ,04 2 12
O tn1r4 log n , if t F nyn , .p
V t s .n 1r2 yn O t log n , if t g n , t* n , . .p
lim lim sup sup P V t y V s G « s 0, 4 .  .n n
hª0 nª`  < < 4t , s : tys Fh
3.3 .
m mr2m r2 ym rE V t s O t 1 y t q n , t G t* n . .  .  . .n
 .The second equation means that the random functions V ? are stochas-n
w xtically equicontinuous, uniformly for t g 0, 1 .
Note. It is probably true that an even stronger property holds, namely
lim lim sup P sup V t y V s G « s 0. 3.4 .  .  .n n 5
hª0 nª` < <tys Fh
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 .  .Proof of Lemma 4. a By 3.1 ,
V t s O tny1r4 log n s O nyny1r4.log n , t F nyn . 3.5 .  . .  .n p p
  .. w yn  .xAlso, by Theorem 2 the second equation in 2.16 , for t g n , t* n ,
’n 1 y1r2y1 1r2 1r2l y log s O t q n k t log n . .k t . pc t
s O ty1 q ty1r2 n1r4 log1r2 n . .p
So
y1r4 1r2V t s O n q t log n .  .n p
s O t1r2 log n s O nyd 0 r2 log n . .  .p p
 .  .So the first line in 3.3 is proven. Note that, for t F t* n ,
1ysV t s O n log n s s min n y , d r2, . .  .  4 .n p 04
 .  .b By 3.2 and the last comment, it suffices to prove a weaker
 . w  .  .xversion of the second part in 3.3 , with t, s g t* n , t n . Let us show2
 .  .that, uniformly for t* n F t F t F t n ,1 2 2
yc x 2 r8  t2yt 1.. rae , if x F n t y t , .2 1P V t y V t G x F 4 .  . rn 2 n 1 ycn x r8 r ae , if x G n t y t , .2 1
3.6 .
 .  .for some absolute constant a ) 0. For t G t* n , k t is at least of order
1 3d  .  .n , where d [ y d ) . Setting k s k t i s 1, 2 and using the0 i i2 8
 .definition of V t , we writen
V t y V t s ny1r4 t l y l y m y m .  .  . . .n 2 n 1 1 k k 1 21 2
3.7 .
y ny1r4 t y t l y m q O ny1r4 ; .  . .2 1 k 22
here
` jq
m [ i j1 y qjsk i
3.8 .
’n 1
y1s log q O t . .ic ti
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 .  1r4.By Cauchy's inequality, we obtain from 3.7 : for 0 - ¨ s o n ,
E exp ¨ V t y V t .  . .n 2 n 1
1r2 y1r4F 2 E exp 2¨t n l y l y m y m . . / /1 k k 1 21 2
= 1r2 y1r4 < <E exp 2¨ t y t n l y m . . . /2 1 k 22
Notice that
1 1 2 1y r g y d , . .4 2 3 4
 r.  .  k 2y1So, for ¨ s O n , by Proposition Section 2 with C s  X replacedjsk j1
.by the equidistributed l y l , the first expectation is bounded, within ak k1 2
 .factor O 1 , by
4¨ 2 t 2 21 2 2exp s# F 2 exp ¨ t y t . .2 11r2  / / c2n
Here we have used an easy estimate
j` ’q n 1 y ti2 y2s# s s q O t . 3.9.  . . i2j c ti1 y qjsk  .i
Likewise, the same bound obtains for the second expectation. Therefore,
there exists a constant a ) 0 such that
2
2E exp ¨ V t y V t F a exp ¨ t y t . 3.10 .  .  .  . .n 2 n 1 2 1 /c
Consequently, given x ) 0,
2
2P V t y V t G x F a exp ¨ t y t y ¨x , 3.11 4 .  .  .  .n 2 n 1 2 1 /c
 r.for every ¨ s O n . We see that
cx
¨ s ¨ x [ , .
4 t y t .2 1
which minimizes the exponent on the right, is at most n r provided that
r .  .x F x [ n t y t . Plugging ¨ into 3.11 we get0 2 1
cx 2
P V t y V t G x F a exp y , x F x . 3.12 4 .  .  .n 2 n 1 0 /8 t y t .2 1
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 .For x ) x , we choose ¨ s ¨ x and easily obtain0 0
c
rP V t y V t G x F a exp y n x . 3.13 4 .  .  .n 2 n 1  /8
 .So 3.6 is proved. Thus
2 ryc « r8 h. ycn « r8sup P V t y V s G « F ae q ae , 4 .  .n n
 w  .  .x < < 4t , sg t* n , t n : tys Fh2
 .so letting hx0 and n ª `, in that order, we prove the second line in 3.3 .
 .  .  .  .c Let t* n F t F t n . As in b , we write2
V t s ny1r4 t l y m q O ny1r4 , .  . .n k t .
n jq
m [ , j1 y q .jsk t
and use Proposition to obtain
¨ 2
rE exp ¨ V t F a exp t 1 y t , ¨ s O n .  .  . .n  /2c
  ..  .  .cf. 3.10 . Then, analogously to 3.12 , 3.13 ,
yc x 2 r2 t1yt ..ae , if x F x ,0P V t G x F 4 . rn yn x r2 ae , if x G x ,0
r  .where x s n t 1 y t rc. Therefore0
x 2cx0m my1E V t F am x exp y dx . Hn  /2 t 1 y t .0
`
rn x
my1q am x exp y dxH  /2x0
mr2m r2 ym rs O t 1 y t q n , . .
 .which proves the third line in 3.3 .
Once we establish convergence of finite-dimensional distributions of
 .  .V ? , Lemma 4 will guarantee convergence in distribution of F V for an n
class F of the integral functionals F of a form
1
F x s f t , x t dt. .  . .H
0
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 .  .  .Here f t, x is continuous for t, x g D [ 0, 1 = R, and such that, for
some m ) 0, a - mr2 q 1, b - mr6 q 1,
< < mx
f t , x s O , 3.14 .  .ba /t 1 y t .
uniformly over D.
THEOREM 5. Gi¨ en k G 1 and 0 F t - t - ??? - t F 1,1 2 k
D
V t , . . . , V t ª V t , . . . , V t . 3.15 .  .  .  .  . .  .n 1 n k 1 k
 .  .Here V ? is a Gaussian process, with E V t ' 0 and the co¨ariance function
gi¨ en by
1y1K t , t s c t 1 y t y l t l t , 0 F t F t F 1, .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 22
t 3.16 .1 t
l t s log ; . 1y tc 1 y t .
 . w xeach separable ¨ersion of V ? is continuous on 0, 1 . Furthermore for e¨ery
F g F,
1 1D
f t , V t dt ª f t , V t dt. 3.17 .  .  . . .H Hn
0 0
 .Notes. 1. We had not expected the bounds for a and b in 3.14 to be
different. With extra work, we could get a better bound for b , namely
b - 3mr14 q 1, but it would still be inferior to a - mr2 q 1.
 .2. Had we proved 3.4 , we would have been able to ascertain
convergence in distribution of all the functionals F continuous in uniform
metric, not just those from F. One such functional is sup x t , and so we .t
<  . <  . would have concluded, at least, that sup V t s O 1 . Theorem 2 im-t n p
<  . <  .1r2 .plies a weaker result, namely sup V t s O log n .t n p
COROLLARY. Let
1
F x s f t x t dt , .  .  .H
0
3 7ya yb .   . .where f t s O t 1 y t , a - , b - . Then2 6
D 2F V ª N 0, s , 3.18 .  .  .n
where
1 12s s f t f t K t , t dt dt . 3.19 .  .  .  .H H 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0
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 .Proof of Theorem 5 and Corollary. a It is enough to consider t ) 0,1
t - 1. For simplicity of notations, let k s 2. We will prove that for allk
reals ¨ , ¨ ,1 2
1 1¨ V  t .q¨ V  t . 2 21 n 1 2 n 2E e ª exp ¨ K t , t q ¨ ¨ K t , t q ¨ K t , t . .  .  . .1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 22 2
3.20 .
This certainly implies that
D
V t , V t ª V t , V t . .  .  .  . . .  .n 1 n 2 1 2
 .Denote k s k t , b s 1, 2, and, given two reals u , u , set x sb b 1 2 b
 y1r4.  .exp u n , b s 1, 2. Then, just as for 2.6 , we writeb
p1
X k .yX k . X k . yinu iu1 2 2p n E x x s e F x, re du , .  . . H1 2 nN2p r yp
k y1 j j` `21 1 y z 1 y z
F x, z [ ? ? ; 3.21 .  .  n j j j1 y z 1 y x z 1 y x zjs1 jsk jsk1 21 2
 y1r2 .  .here r s exp yn n , n ) 0. With this formula in place of 2.6 , the
argument begins similarly to the proof of Proposition, except that this time
1  .d s , d s 0. However, the radius r n , equivalently will have to be12
chosen more carefully.
 .b Let us first dispense with the overall contribution to the value of
 . < < y3r4the integral in 3.21 made by ``large'' u 's, with u G u [ n log n. Justn
 .as for 2.9 , we write
au 2
iuF x, re F F x, r exp y , .  .n n y3r2 2 y1r2 /n q u n
< < w y1r2 xfor some positive a ) 0. Considering separately u g u , n , andn
< < y1r2u G n , we conclude that
yn iur F x, re du .H n
< <u Gun
s O rynF x, r exp yan3r2u 2r2 du .  .Hn /< <u Gun
F rynF x, r exp ya log2 nr3 . 3.22 .  . .n
This estimate holds for every r s eyn r n1r2. As usual with a saddle point-type
method, we should choose an r which is, asymptotically at least, a
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yn  .stationary point of r F x, r . Such an r will depend on x! In view ofn
 .  . yt3.21 and 2.8 , we are content to set r s e , choosing t close enough to
a stationary point of
k y12 yj yt j`2p 1 y e 1 y e
H t , x [ nt q q log q log , .  yt j yt j6 t 1 y x e 1 y x e1 2jsk jsk1 2
that is, to a root of
2 2p
b.H t , x s n y y x y 1 S t , x s 0, .  .  .t b b26 t bs1
k y1 yt j2 je
1.S t , x [ , .  yt j yt j1 y x e 1 y e . .1jsk1
` yt jje
2.S t , x [ . .  yt j yt j1 y x e 1 y e . .2jsk2
The expression for H immediately suggests that we selectt
2 x y 1 cb b.t s t * 1 q S t *, x , t * [ ; 3.23 .  . b / ’2n nbs1
yt *’ here c s pr 6 . So e equals q, the parameter from the previous
.sections! A direct computation, based on
1 y xq j s 1 q o 1 1 y q j , j G k , . .  . 1
shows then that
y22 x y 1b b.H t , x s n y n 1 q S t *, x .  .t b /2nbs1
2
b.y x y 1 S t , x .  . b b
bs1
2
y3r2 b. b. b .s O n S t *, x S t *, x q t *S t *, x .  .  . . b b t b
bs1
2
y3r2 b. b. b.s O n S S q t *T . . /
bs1
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b. b. b. . b. .Here S and T denote S t *, 1 and S t *, 1 , respectively, and it ist
straightforward that
S b. s O n , T b. s O n3r2 b s 1, 2 . 3.24 .  .  .  .
Therefore
H t , x s O n1r2 . 3.25 .  .  .t
  .Notice that the derivative H t, x at t s t * is considerably larger, oft
3r4  .order n . As we will see shortly, the bound 3.25 is crucial for the
.argument. Analogously, for t between t * and t ,
2 2 ’p 2 6
b. 3r2 5r4H t , x s y x y 1 S t , x s n q O n . .  .  .  .t t b t2 p3t bs1
3.26 .
 .  .Using 3.24 and 3.25 , we obtain
1 2ÄH t , x s H t *, x y H t , x t * y t y H t , x t * y t .  .  .  .  .  .t t t2
k y1 j j`22n 1 y q 1 y q
s p q log q log(  j j3 1 y x q 1 y x q1 2jsk jsk1 2
22c
b. y1r4y S q O n , 3.27 .  .2  /4n bs1
 .  y3r4.with the error term coming from 3.25 and t * y t s O n . Here,
 j.  y1r4.expanding log 1 y x q in powers of x y 1, and x y 1 s exp u n1 1 1 1
y 1 in powers of u , we obtain1
2k y1 k y1 k y1j j 2 j2 2 21 y q q x y 1 q .1
log s x y 1 q .  1j j 2j21 y x q 1 y q1 1 y qjsk jsk jsk  .1 1 1
k y1 3 j2 q3< <q O x y 1 1 3j /1 y qjsk  .1 3.28 .
k y1 k y1j j2 2q 1 q
y1r4 2 y1r2s u n q u n 1 1j 2j21 y q 1 y qjsk jsk  .1 1
q O ny1r4 . .
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 .An analogous expansion holds for the second sum in 3.27 . Also, with the
 y3r4.  .help of t y t * s O n , for the logarithmic term in the expansion 2.8
we have
1 t y1r4 y1r4Log s log 24n q O n . 3.29 .  .  .
2 2p
 .  .  .Combining 2.8 and 3.27 ] 3.29 , we obtain a key formula,
p 2 nr3’ 2e 1
yn -1r4 2 2 y1r2r F x, r s exp u m n q u s n . n b b b b1r4  / 224n . bs1
22c
b. y1r4y u S q O n , 3.30 .  . b2  / /4n bs1
where
k y1 k y1j j2 2q q
2m [ , s [ , 1 1j 2j1 y q 1 y qjsk jsk  .1 1
3.31 .
j j` `q q
2m [ , s [ . 2 2j 2j1 y q 1 y qjsk jsk  .2 2
 .Thus, the bound 3.22 becomes explicit.
 . < <c Turn now to the small u 's, with u F u . First of all, for thosen
u 's,
H t y iu , x s H t , x q H t , x yiu .  .  .  .t
21 2 3q H t , x yiu q O n u , .  .  .t t n2
 .since it can be demonstrated, analogously to 3.26 , that
2< <sup H t , x : t y t F u s O n . 4 .  .t t t n
  . 2 4 .For complex t in question, H t, x ; yp rt . Besides,t t t
1 t y iu 1 t
1r2Log s log q O u n . .n2 2p 2 2p
Therefore
ryneyi nuF x, reiu .n
u 2
yn y1r4s r F x, r exp yiu H t , x y H t , x q O n . .  .  .  .n t t t /2
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The rest is short. We integrate
u 2
exp yiu H t , x y H t , x du .  .H t t t /2< <u Fun
22p H t , x . 2t y1r2 yu H t , x.r2n t ts exp y q O H e .t t(  /H t , x 2 H t , x .  .t t t t
p
y1r4s 1 q O n . . .1r4 3r46 n
  .  .Indeed, by 3.25 and 3.26 ,
H 2 t , x .t y1r2 2 2s O n , u H t , x G a log n , .  .n t tH t , x .t t
.for some constant a ) 0. Since also
2u p
exp yiu H t , x y H t , x du ; , .  .H t t t 1r4 3r4 /2 6 n< <u Fun
we obtain
p
yn yinu iu yn y1r4r e F x, re du s r F x, r 1 q O n . .  .  . .H n n 1r4 3r46 n< <u Fun
3.32 .
 .  .  .  .Combining 3.21 , 3.22 , 3.30 ] 3.32 , and the Hardy]Ramanujan formula
 .2.7 , we arrive at
E exp u X k y X k ny1r4 q u X k X k ny1r4 .  .  .  . . .1 1 2 2 2 2
2 1
y1r4 2 2 y1r2s exp u m n q u s n b b b b / 2bs1
22c
b. y1r4y u S q O n , . b2  / /4n bs1
or, substituting u s h , u s h q h ,1 1 2 1 2
2




y1r4s exp f k , k h h q O n . . . b b b b /2 1Fb , bF2
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Here
` jq
m k [ , .  j1 y qjsk
q j
y1r2f k , k [ n . b b 2j1 y qjsk kk  .b b
` j ` jc jq jq
y ? . 2 2 2j j2n 1 y q 1 y qjsk jsk .  .b b
 .For k s k t , we have
`
yc x 1r2e n
1r2m k s n dx q O . H yc x  /y1r2 1 y e kkn
n1r2 dt n1r2 11 y1 y1s q O t s log q O t , .  .Hc t c tt
` j yc x 1r2`q e n
y1r2n s dx q O 3.34 . H2 2 2yc x  /y1r2j kkn 1 y e .1 y qjsk  .
1 dt1 y1r2 y2s q O n t .H 2c tt
1 1 y t
y1r2 y2s q O n t , .
c t
1y tj yc x` `jq xe 1 1 y t .y1n f dx s log . H2 2 2 tyc xy1r2j c t tkn 1 y e .1 y qjsk  .
 .  .  .Thus, setting h s ¨ t b s 1, 2 , from 3.33 , 3.34 we obtain: by theb b b
 .definition of the process V ? ,
y1y1 1r2X k t y c n log 1 y t .  . .1 1
t ,1 1r4 n
y1y1 1r2X k t y c n log 1 y t .  . .2 2
t2 1r4 /n
Dª V t , V t , .  . .1 2
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D
  .4  4and we recall that X k ' l . Furthermore, for 0 F t F t F 1,k 1 2
2E V t y V t s K t , t y 2 K t , t q K t , t .  .  .  .  . .2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
22 1y1s c t y t y t y t y l t y l t .  .  .  . .2 1 2 1 1 22
F cy1 t y t , .2 1
 .  .so, since V t y V t is Gaussian, with zero mean, we have2 1
4 2E V t y V t F const t y t . .  .  . .2 1 2 1
 . w xThis inequality implies continuity of a separable version of V ? on 0, 1
 w x.Durrett 6 .
 .  .d Now let us prove the weak convergence of F V for F g F.n
Without loss of generality, we assume that a , b ) 1.
Introduce « s 1rm, m G 1, and writem
« 1m
F V s f t , V t dt q f t , V t dt .  .  . .  .H Hn n n
0 «m
1
q f t , V t dt . .H n
1y«m
s I q K q L . 3.35 .nm nm nm
We write
3
b.I s I ,nm nm
bs1
where, using the bound for f and Lemma 4,
nyn1. ys m1I [ f t , V t dt s O n log n , .  . .Hnm n p
 .t n1
s s n m y a q 1 y mr4, .1
 .t* n2. ys m2I [ f t , V t dt s O n log n , .  . .Hnm n pynn
s s d mr2 q 1 y a , .2 0
«m3.< <E I s E f t , V t dt . .Hnm n
 .t* n
«m mr2ya ym r yas O t q n t dt .H / .t* n
s O « mr2q1ya q nym r« 1ya q nys 3 , 3.36 . .m m
s s min d mr2 q 1 y a , mr y d a y 1 . 4 .  .3 0 0
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Since nr2 ) a y 1, s is clearly positive, and so is s if we select n2 1
1 .sufficiently close from below to . Likewise, s is made positive as well,32
1 .by picking r arbitrarily close from below to and d sufficiently small012
to satisfy
d 1 20
r ) , r - y d .02 12 3
For such a choice of n , r, d , we have0
I s O « mr2q1ya q nym r« 1ya q nys , s ) 0. 3.37 . .nm p m m
1 .Let us bound L . Pick a x g , 1 and writenm 2
yx 11yn
L s f t , V t dt q f t , V t dt .  . .  .H Hnm n nyx1y« 1ynm
s L1. q L2. .nm nm
 .First, analogously to 3.36 ,
1. m r2q1yb ym r 1yb ys4E L s O « q n « q n , .nm m m
3.38 .s s min x mr2 q 1 y b , mr q x 1 y b . 4 .  .4
1 .Since mr6 q 1 ) b , we can select r and x so close from below to 12
1 .  .and from above to , respectively, that mr q x 1 y b ) 0. In that case2
 .s is positive. Second, by the definition of k t ,4
’n
yxk t G 1 q o 1 x log n , for t G 1 y n , .  . .
c
whence, with high probability, l ' 0 for such t 's, ask t .
’n
Ul s 1 q o 1 log n. . .1 p 2c
Therefore, whp,
’n 1
y1r4 1r4V t s yn t ? log s O n 1 y t , .  . .n c t
and consequently
1 1 mybm r4f t , V t dt s O n 1 y t dt .  . .H Hn p  /yx yx1yn 1yn
s O ny m r2q1yb .r2 . .
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 .From this bound and 3.38 we infer
L s O « mr2q1yb q nym r« 1yb q nys 9 , s9 ) 0, .nm p m m
 .and, combining it with 3.37 , we conclude that, for some s* ) 0,
I q L s O « mr2q1ya q « mr2q1yb q nym r « 1yb q « 1ya q nys* . . .nm nm p m m m m
3.39 .
  .4As for K , the process V t satisfies all the conditions of anm n t gw « , 1y« xm mw xtheorem due to Gihman and Skorohod 13, Chap. 9, Sect. 7 . Specifically,
 .the random functions V ? are stochastically equicontinuous, uniformly onn
w x  .  . < < mq1« , 1 y « , and there exists a function c x , namely c x s x , suchm m
 . < <that c x ª ` as x ª ` and
f t , x .
sup sup Ec V t - `, lim sup sup s 0. . .n c xaª`  .n w x w x < <tg « , 1y« tg « , 1y« x )am m m m
By that theorem then




E V t .
E f t , V t dt s O dt . .H H ba /w x w x w x w x0, « j 1y« 0, « j 1y« t 1 y t .m m m m
« 1m mr2ya m r2ybs O t dt q t dtH H /0 1y«m
s O « mr2q1ya q « mr2q1yb , .m m
 . y1  .  .since Var V t F c t 1 y t , and V t is Gaussian, with zero mean. So
 .   .. w x wFubini theorem f t, V t is almost surely integrable on 0, « j 1 ym
x« , 1 andm
mr2q1ya m r2q1ybE f t , V t dt s O « q « . 3.41 .  . .  .H m m
w x w 40, « j 1y« , 1m m
 .  .First letting n ª ` and then letting m ª `, by 3.39 ] 3.41 we obtain
D .  .that F V ª F V .n
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 .  .  .  .As an illustration, consider a function r l s x t rd l , where d l isl
the dimension of the irreducible representation of S that corresponds ton
 .the partition l, and x t is the value of the character of the representa-l
w x  w x.tion at a transposition t . According to Frobenius 12 see Ingram 18 ,
U1 1 l lj j2r l s l y 2 j y 1 l s y . .  . nj j  /  / /n n y 1 .  . 2 22j j
3.42 .
This function played an important role in the well-known analysis of the
w xcard-shuffling problem performed by Diaconis and Shahshahani 4 ; see
w xalso Diaconis 5 . The prominence of this function in their proof is due to
the remarkable fact that it determines the set of the eigenvalues of the
transition probability matrix that describes the shuffling process. The
authors were able to show that, except for the extreme partitions l, the
 .values of r l are quite small, which was a key element element of the
argument. To be sure, those rare partitions turned out to be influential
.enough to determine a concise threshold number of shuffles.
 .Under the assumption that l is distributed uniformly, r l is a random
 .  .  .  .variable. Since d l s d l* , it is clear from 3.42 that E r l s 0. Let us
 .study the asymptotic behavior of r l .
 .Guided by Theorem 2, we set l s E j q R and obtainj j
3
2l y 2 j y 1 l s U q n , . j j b
j bs1
2U [ E j y 2 jE j , .  .1
j
U [ R2 ,2 j
j




Uj F l s 1 q o 1 log n. . .1 p 2c
It is easy to check that
3r2
`n 1 1
2 2U s O n log n q log y 2 y log dy . H1 p yy yy3  /1 y e 1 y ec 0 3.43 .
s O n log2 n , .p
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 .y1as the integral equals zero. Indeed, substituting y s log 1 y t ,
` 1 1 112 2log dy s log dtH Hyy  /1 y e t 1 y t0 0
1 1 11
s 2 log log dtH  /1 y t t t0
1 1 11
s 2 log log dt ,H  /t 1 y t 1 y t0
` 1 1 1 11
2 y log dy s 2 log log dt.H Hyy  /1 y e 1 y t t 1 y t0 0
Using Theorem 2, we can show that
U s O n log2 n 3.44 . .2 p
 .also. Turn finally to U . Setting R x s R , switching to integration,3 w x xq1
y1’ .  .and substituting x s n rc log 1 y t , we transform the formula for U3
into
`
2U s 2 E x y x R x dx q O n log n .  . .  .H3 p
0
`
2s 2 E x y x l y E x dx q O n log n .  . .  . .H w x xq1 p
0
n5r4 1 1 y t1 2s 2 V t log dt q O n log n . .  .H n p2 t 1 y t tc  .0
Now the corresponding function
2 x 1 y t
f t , x s log . 2 tc t 1 y t .
obviously satisfies the condition of Theorem 5, with parameters m s 1 and
 .  .a s b s 1.01, say. So, invoking 3.43 , 3.44 , we conclude that
D3r4 2n r l ª N 0, s , .  .
2  .  .with s given by 3.19 and 3.16 . It follows, in particular, that typically
 . y3r4r l is of order n .
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